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SYNOPSIS

In developed countries, the most common pattern of classroom organisation is the single-grade class, where students of a similar age study a syllabus specifically written for their grade. A significant minority of classes, however, have always been mixed-grade, where students from two or more different grades are taught together in the same classroom by the same teacher. In Australia's most populous state, New South Wales, in 2011, 95% of government primary schools have at least one mixed-grade class. Such mixed-grade classes exist in a number of different forms and are distinguished from each other by a variety of characteristics, such as whether the class is temporary or permanent, whether it is formed by choice or necessity, whether it is the same as or different from other classes in the school, and whether students' learning is based on their age/grade or by their stage of development and individual learning needs.

This study was carried out in relation to one type of mixed-grade class, namely, the composite class. Composite classes are temporary, usually two-grade, classes. They are most commonly found in urban or suburban schools and they exist alongside the much larger number of single-grade classes in a school. They are formed by necessity, as a result of (i) uneven grade enrolments leading to some students being "left over" when the single-grade classes are formed to capacity, and (ii) fixed funding models that preclude the hiring of more teachers and the formation of smaller classes. Students normally return to a single-grade class the following year, thus composite-class teachers need to match what they teach the different grades in their class to what the other teachers in the school are teaching their single-grade students. These constraints mean the workload of a composite-class teacher is greater because of having to prepare lessons based on at least two different syllabi. Composite classes can therefore be conceived of as a temporary arrangement of two (or more) "classes within a class".

The specific focus of the study was to investigate parents' perceptions of and concerns about composite classes. To date there have been almost no direct investigations of parents' perceptions and concerns, though attention-grabbing headlines based on comments from a small number of parents are regularly published in the media. Parental reactions to composite classes are consistently reported in the literature as negative but primarily on the basis of second-hand reporting of principals' and teachers' descriptions of parents' views. Parents' own voices are rarely heard. This study rectifies that omission.

The mixed-methods study was carried out in a large regional primary school (Kindergarten to Grade 6) in New South Wales, Australia. Five conclusions from the literature review guided the research:

1. Parents do not like composite classes.
2. Principals and teachers believe parents' concerns about composite classes result from a lack of understanding and experience of the classes.

3. Parents have a holistic concern for their child's development in composite classes, that is, they have both academic and social concerns which are at least in part related to age and grade.

4. Position in the composite class (younger or older grade) is a significant factor influencing parents' perceptions of student outcomes.

5. The teacher is a significant factor influencing parents' perceptions of student outcomes.

I identified for investigation the following issues related to these conclusions: parents' reactions to their child being placed in a composite class; differences in parents' perceptions and concerns related to their child being in the younger or older grade of a composite class; the influence on parents' perceptions and concerns of knowledge and experience of composite classes; parents' concerns for their child's development (including both academic progress and social growth) in a composite class; perceptions and concerns about loss of grade identity in a composite class; and perceptions of how their child's development and identity are affected by being in the younger or older grade of a composite class. I hypothesised a conceptual model linking these variables, namely Knowledge-experience of composite classes, their child's Development, grade Identity, Younger grade of a composite class and Older grade of a composite class. The model was explored quantitatively through factor analysis and structural equation modelling (path analysis). The variables in the model were also explored by descriptive means, including qualitative analysis of parents' written comments.

Using six research questions, I investigated parents' perceptions of and concerns about composite classes by means of a questionnaire with both Likert-scale and open-ended items. The Likert items enabled a quantitative analysis and the investigation of significant relationships between the identified variables, while the open-ended comments allowed me to explore and add depth to the quantitative findings. The mixed-methods approach therefore allowed me to identify supportable conclusions about parents' perceptions of and concerns about composite classes — the "what" — but also to identify in descriptive detail the nature of these perceptions and concerns — the "why".

The study supports the widespread anecdotal view that parents do not like composite classes but, significantly, a small longitudinal element in the study hints that parents do change their perceptions based on personal experience of having a child in a composite class. While a direct relationship between knowledge-experience of composite classes and the younger or older grade was not statistically confirmed, other findings indicate that the relationship might well exist and be validated by an improved instrument. For example, the study does support anecdotal reports that parents prefer their child to be in the younger grade of a composite class and that they maintain this
preference with increased knowledge-experience of composite classes. Allied to this preference is a new finding that parents' concerns about loss of grade identity are particularly strong for students in the older grade of a composite class. Thirdly, the study showed that parents' concerns for their child's development (academic progress and social growth) in a composite class are directly influenced by their knowledge and experience of these classes.

The descriptive and qualitative analysis of parents' comments was particularly fruitful in relation to this issue, that is, of concerns related to academic progress and social development in a composite class. In relation to the academic aspect of development, parents perceived an advantage to being in the younger grade because of the possibility of "cognitive stretching" and resultant advantages on their child's return to a single-grade class the following year. By contrast, parents perceived a disadvantage to being in the older grade of a composite class because of the likelihood of their child "marking time" and repeating the lower-grade curriculum rather than studying their grade-appropriate curriculum. In relation to the social aspect of development, parents' perceptions were more likely to be positive in relation to being in the older grade. They saw some social advantages of being in the older grade of the class, because of leadership opportunities resulting from being able to help the younger-grade students and provide good role models for them. This advantage was, however, tempered by concerns that such social behaviours would detract from their child's academic learning time, and such concerns were particularly strong for parents of children in the last year of primary school.

Parents of both younger-grade and older-grade children expressed strong concerns about friendship choice in a composite class. The social concern of being separated from grade peers and having reduced opportunities for same-age, same-grade, same-gender friends was commonly described as problematic and as having negative effects on a child's "self" (e.g., self-concept, self-esteem, self-efficacy). This concern was not related to position in the class, that is, to being in the younger or older grade, but was a concern related to composite classes in general.

Changes in educational policy have increased the relevance and significance of the study findings. The imminent introduction in Australia of a national curriculum firmly based on grades, linked to national testing of particular grades and national reporting of the results, mean that composite-class teachers will be constrained to separate the different grades in their class in order to ensure that the quite rigid grade requirements are met and that students are not disadvantaged by the national testing regime. Under such conditions, parents' perceptions of composite classes will have increased importance, requiring principals and teachers to be proactive in addressing parents' concerns. This study highlights those particular concerns, thus allowing for targeted and relevant public relations exercises, parent education programmes and inclusions in teacher education courses.
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